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 'IO

 IN 1948 with the full tide of his life almost behind him and

 in the maturity of his art,.Diego Rivera completed a fresco for the

 Hotel del Prado in Mexico City. The locale was the back foyer of a

 swank, late Art Deco hotel just opened to cater to gringo tourists

 descending upon Mexico in the affluent postwar years. By this time,

 Rivera's work itself was a tourist attraction. His frescoes in the capi-

 tal's Secretaria de Educaci6n Publica (I923-28) and Palacio Nacional

 (I929-51) figured on every tour-guide's list. The fact that he was
 renowned as a government-sponsored painter made him a commer-

 cial asset to his private patrons. For this worldly occasion, his second

 hotel job, Rivera chose to treat his habitual theme, the history of

 Mexico, but now from an autobiographical viewpoint. The seasoned

 painter looked backward across his own experience, and that of his

 country in the twentieth century - backward, also, through his art,

 to the time when he was a ten-year-old fat boy, in I896 during the era

 of Porfirio Diaz. Not only did he depict himself at that moment of

 childhood, but he wanted to reconstitute the freshness of childhood

 sensation in a public statement that is also explicitly personal.

 No doubt the hotel's floodlit presentation of Rivera's giant frieze

 (it is roughly sixteen-feet high by forty-five-feet long) in a darkened

 room was a bit theatrical. But it suited the work's expressive tone,

 which, to be sure, was not so much dramatic as intensely lyrical and

 dreamlike. Today, that mural, Dream of a Sunday Afternoon in the

 Alameda Park is housed in its own museum after being miraculously

 spared in the I985 earthquake which destroyed the Hotel del Prado as

 well as many other buildings around Alameda Park. In this painting,

 Rivera imagines the park, just across the street from the hotel and

 always crowded on Sunday, as populated by the ghosts of the Mexi-

 can past, known and unknown. Though the moment of depiction is

 firmly established as the end of the century, the characters presented

 date all the way from the I550s through the boy's own time, to his
 future wives and children, and their world in the present. Everyone

 congregates, invitingly, in one long bumptious horizontal throng that

 is massed up to the heights of the picture at extreme left and right.

 This assemblage includes notorious outlaws, prelates, revolutionaries,

 and dictators, all rubbing elbows with each other. While there is some

 street action in the foreground, petty thievery, an argument, a shoot-

 ing even, most of the characters seem out for a stroll or about to pose.

 The denser groups are already up on their unseen bleachers. Rivera's

 whole metaphor is that of a group portrait, the people there not yet

 attentively readying themselves for the ambulatory photographer, a

 child-adult who is also their poet laureate.

 The narrative and genre aspects of this pageant are elided into its

 essential qualities of display. Somehow the park is transformed into a

 market of physiognomies and manners, certainly, but also of things

 to buy and eat. With its intense yellows, russets, straw browns, laven-

 ders, viridian greens, pinks, and peach tones, there is no better word

 to describe Rivera's palette than succulent. It is as if it had just rained

 before the sun burst forth, and every hue brought out a maximum

 moist ripeness in the objects to be seen. They must have beckoned

 hotel clients with a vision of the lusciousness that awaited them dur-

 ing their stay in Mexico. But more than that, they evoke a moment

 of primary contact with the sensate world, remembered in its fondest

 glow. Ever since Rivera returned to Mexico in 1921, after his appren-

 ticeship in Spain, his early success as a Cubist in Paris, and his stud-

 ies of Italian Renaissance art, he successively rehearsed his first
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 AFTI~NOON:N THIE AIAMLEDA PARK
 BY MAX KOZLOFF

 euphoric response as a mature artist to the chroma of his native land.

 The late nineteenth-century avant-garde was also among those tra-

 ditions with which Rivera's art had set up a dialogue - particularly

 the example of Paul Gauguin. Most significantly, the Mexican adapt-

 ed to his own purposes the colorism of a French painter that had

 come to full flower in discovery of an exotic place. In Gauguin's art,

 Tahiti is assumed to be innocent of the decadence and corruption

 that had afflicted Europe. The purity and saturation of Gauguin's

 palette were signs of an enchantment Rivera visualized even - and

 most remarkably - when he dealt with abuses in Mexico's history.

 How musical, for instance, is the rhyming of the Inquisitor's cat-o'-

 nine-tails, flaying open his victim's back, with the delicate tree

 branches nearby. So, the artist looked upon Mexican civilization with

 all the excitement of an outsider whose senses are alerted to new pos-

 sibilities of spectacle while he also retained the native's proprietary

 insights of knowledge and critique.

 As for other precedents, it is strange that scholarship has apparent-

 ly not yet linked the del Prado fresco with a painting completed the

 same year Rivera was born, Georges-Pierre Seurat's A Sunday on the

 Island of the GrandJatte of I884-86 (The Art Institute of Chicago).

 Both are magnified summaries of the contemporary bourgeoisie at

 weekend leisure and both deploy caricatural treatment of silhouetted

 figures within an elysian field. More than a hint of Seurat's scientific

 rationalism is followed through in the evident symmetry of Rivera's

 processional frieze. (Among his many sidelines, Rivera was an ama-

 teur student of medical history and botany, who incorporated his

 research into his work.) And in the upward flaring of the tree trunks,

 emanating above the isometric crowd, there is an echo of Charles

 Henry's theory of the psychological equivalent of forms, which ani-

 mated the classicism of the Neo-Impressionists.

 Layered even deeper into the hotel painting are surely allusions to

 Gustave Courbet, whose Interior of My Studio, A Real Allegory Sum-

 ming Up Seven Years ofMy Life as an Artist of i854-55 and A Burial at

 Ornans of i850 (both in the Mus&e d'Orsay, Paris) can be viewed as
 exemplary forerunners of this Mexican promenade. In the first work,

 Courbet memorialized his life in art, portraying as real subjects

 friends who were the subjects of previous works, and who now, as he

 sits before his easel, are presumed to take their ease or gather around

 him as if in apotheosis of his own creativity. The fresco for the Hotel

 del Prado shares with Courbet's Interior ofMy Studio the sense of the

 artist contemplating his world as he depicts himself within it, and

 offering absent or dead figures as miraculous new presences. Hence

 the contradictory aims, which indeed combine into a "real allegory,"

 or a painted dream. Rather than depict a bohemian milieu, however,

 Rivera conflated nothing less than the history of Mexico with his pri-

 vate life, in an effort to show that they were intermingled and that he

 was involved.

 In Courbet's other work, A Burial at Ornans, the artist represents

 a dour country funeral, including peasants at his home town, the

 place where he was born and brought up. It strikes a note of unmis-

 takable nostalgia within a pastoral setting. For his part, Rivera at the

 del Prado, not for the first time in his career, projects campesinos into

 the metropolitan fabric. Whether in nineteenth-century France or

 more particularly in early twentieth-century Mexico, the peasantry

 ABovE: Diego Rivera. Dream ofa Sunday Afternoon in theAlameda Park. 1947-48. Museo del Mural

 de Diego Rivera, Mexico City
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 Diego Rivera. Day of the Dead. Street Festival, detail. 1923-24. Fresco. Courtesy of the Instituto Nacional de Bellas Artes,

 Mexico City

 was looked upon as an unappeased and dangerous underclass by city

 dwellers. In the land of Emiliano Zapata, it had terrorized the coun-

 tryside and waged war on central governments, which promised but

 did little to effect vital land reform. One memorable episode of

 Dream ofa Sunday Afternoon in the Alameda Park offers us a Mayan-

 looking peasant family being given the bum's rush by a gendarme

 while a top-hatted bourgeois smirks (all this under the equestrian fig-

 ure of Zapata himself). Though a public park, Alameda was clearly

 an open territory from which "undesirables" could be tacitly ejected.

 Courbet's paintings signaled a dissident political consciousness in

 their mammoth scale, for his life-sized figures demonstrated that

 artists or peasants could actually star within the mode of epic history

 painting previously reserved for dynastic rulers or legendary heroes.

 "Low" subjects until then thought worthy of only genre treatment

 now entered a larger stage, whose representational power endowed

 them with a threatening stature in the view of bourgeois publics.

 Rivera, who had participated in the Cubist revolution in art before

 and during World War I, addressed his work to the social revolution

 when he was called home to work for the Alvaro Obreg6n regime in

 the early 1920S. The decisive moment came when he was commis-

 sioned to paint the patio walls and stairways of the Secretaria de Edu-

 caci6n Puiblica in Mexico City. There, the cosmopolitan modernist

 changed flags to that of a Marxist nationalist, without thought of any

 contradiction in those new terms. That the building itself was the

 headquarters of a new federal program of education made his work

 there emblematic, not only of a government's propaganda concern to

 unify its people through a celebration of their diverse tradition of folk-

 lore, but of the artist's desire to ennoble an imported theory of class

 struggle. Since the one theme had no necessary tie

 with the other, Rivera's work has a quality of special

 pleading about it, with a cast of ingenious new

 heroes and stock villains. So, for example, in a sec-

 tion titled Comrido ofthe Revolution (1928) he shows

 his red-shirted wife Frida Kahlo distributing arms

 to Mexican workers, who unite with mounted

 campesinos under a Communist banner to fight

 some undetermined status quo. These were histor-

 ical absurdities, not only as they referred to Mexi-

 can conditions but also as they implied any base in

 Soviet reality, of which he had had firsthand
 acquaintance during a long visit to Russia recently

 concluded. The imagination of the secretariat fres-

 coes has something quite grand and perversely

 wishful about it, for they suppose an alliance

 between proletarians and farmers whose interests

 were actually divergent. As for the Mexican gov-

 ernments that Rivera served, they manipulated the

 labor unions and the peasant associations with such

 assurance that social progress was so embryonic as

 not even to deserve the name incomplete.

 Here, then, was another kind of painted dream.

 The Marxist hope that it extended to the down-

 trodden paralleled, in its way, the Catholic faith of

 the sixteenth-century priest Las Casas, a spiritual

 support as long as it was recognized as the one true religion in which

 everyone was handed assigned parts. But Rivera had aesthetic goals as

 well as political reasons for orchestrating this visual program. He had

 taken upon himself the task of forging an authentically national art

 whose very qualities would have revolutionary import for the world.

 Additionally, he wanted to idealize the suffering multitudes by show-

 ing at once their vulnerability and their militancy. This could only

 lead to a stasis, a kind of energetic equilibrium, which was, in point

 of fact, the formal ideal of his program.

 One must look far and wide in the art of this painter of history to

 discover the heat, as compared with a prevailing charade of action.

 On the contrary, it could be argued that Rivera was an organizer of

 monumental still life, informed by a moral reckoning of opposed

 principles in tension with each other. Just as health is profiled by the

 recurrence of sickness, so civic harmony is contrasted by reiterated

 historical violence. Cortes is opposed by the last Aztec leader

 Cuauhtemoc, the Archduke Maximilian of Austria (emperor of Mex-

 ico, I864-67) by Benito Juarez, Porfirio Diaz by Francisco Madero;

 and then, by a great leap intended to comprehend them all, Marxism

 contends with imperialism and Nazism. Jose Clemente Orozco want-

 ed to impress upon his viewers an equation between the extempora-

 neous quality of his handling and the urgency of his representation.

 By contrast, Rivera's dainty and caressive strokes, always locked in by

 firm outlines, act as a distancing factor in a concept that presumes to

 answer to a truth higher than that of an individual's zeal.

 In his most official ensemble at the Palacio Nacional, the seat of

 the old viceroys of Mexico, Rivera especially bore down upon his
 viewers the thought that this firmament was preordained. At the same

 10
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 time, its "celestial" and its "infernal" echelons are equally decorative,

 although his skills as a caricaturist lend them great variety. The eye is

 at a loss when it contacts the fatiguing democracy of his effects.

 Instead of Orozco's great crescendos, there is a comparably relentless

 leveling in Rivera. One has to take it in, part by accreted part, as in

 the Spanish copies of pre-Columbian Mexican codices he studied.

 For his works in the United States he developed a series of composi-

 tional brackets, typically scaffolding or girders, while in his homeland

 his constructive approach was more unbuttoned and seemingly casu-

 al. Yet, what one does with each is a kind of distracted browsing

 around larger episode and smaller incident, without main guidelines.

 The attention is pivoted and ricochets where it chances upon dis-

 persed details. Just when curiosity seems depleted, it is replenished by

 some new invention in an apparently inexhaustible series of lively

 observations. Though initially dominant in effect, an omnivorous

 piquancy settles into a tone of decided sweetness. Rivera's anthologies

 of historical potentates, crowded cheek by jowl into the most shallow

 spaces, have something almost Asiatic about them. Still, though they

 are lost in vast assemblages, each character in them is thought

 through, has an integrity, not only as a type but as a person.

 This is particularly evident in one of the less polemical panels at the

 Secretarfa de Educaci6n Puiblica, Day ofthe Dead: Street Festival With

 its masks, its jiggling cutouts of skeletons clothed in mariachi cos-

 tumes, and its sugared skulls, the fresco does qualify very well as a folk-

 loric essay on a famous national celebration. But it works even better

 as a sardonic street scene. Pimps and other sharpies hobnob together

 with office workers, country hicks, and sefioritas, all observed with a

 flair and grotesquerie worthy of Ensor. Rivera is there too, a smiling

 face in the crowd, as if he were Alfred Hitchcock making a subtle

 cameo appearance in his own movie. Yet his presence also has a rhetor-

 ical function, since it coincides with his view of himself as a kind of

 everyman in touch with the collective sentiments of his people.

 Such was the background for the Dream ofa Sunday Afternoon in the

 Alameda Park in the Hotel del Prado. By now we can see that it is tied

 to his radical politics of the I920S and 1930S, much as the gaily colored

 balloons are tethered by the vendor in the park. Everyone is depicted

 as having their feet on the ground, but treated as if they were incipi-

 ently buoyant. (The central balloon in the composition is their logo.)

 This is no less true of the boy with the goitrous, all-seeing eyes and the

 frog in his pocket, for whom the proceedings are ingested as phenom-

 ena rather than record. The artist's wife, Frida, embraces the child's

 back, while he himself holds the bony claw of his mother for the occa-

 sion, the lady figure of death, la muerte Catrina, as she was called, arm

 in arm on her left with her most devoted illustrator, the turn-of-the-

 century engraver Jose Guadalupe Posada, Rivera's father in the dream.

 Rivera imagined himself to have the most formidable parents, whom

 he associated not only with his artistic beginnings - Posada had been

 the producer of popular image and broadside metal engravings that

 had first inspired him-and the Catrina had been Posada's most arrest-

 ing contribution to the death cult in the Mexican imagination.

 In many of his other works, past and future, Rivera had been at

 pains to suggest the role played by a biological and geological foun-

 dation in the rise of cultures. Here, in a hotel where most of his view-

 ers lived briefly and left, he alluded to his own genesis in a marvelous

 social vignette, almost center stage. While the skeleton would have

 been stereotypically understood as a comment on human vanity, she

 allows more significant readings - to the artist's ultimate purpose.

 Catrina's belle-Ipoque stole is the plumed serpent, the Quetzalcoatl of

 Toltec legend and the symbol of Mexico, now pictured as a limp

 insignia that adorns a death's head. So the world of the fresco is an

 entirely secular world, foreign to pagan spirits - but also to Christ-

 ian ones. On a placard in the mural there had originally been written

 - and then removed under Catholic pressure - "God Does Not

 Exist," a remark of a nineteenth-century scholar who advocated the

 separation of church and state. In the end, there is no consolation of

 an afterlife in the material radiance of the Alameda Park mural, that

 microcosm of a culture and its remembrance. One takes from it a

 pleasure as light as chiffon in a human parade whose members pass

 briefly in view within the infinitude of time.

 Max Kozloff s collection of essays about photography, Lone Visions/

 Crowded Frames, will be published by the University of New Mexico

 Press in I994. This article is adaptedfrom his essay Orozco and Rivera:

 Mexican Fresco Painting and the Paradoxes of Nationalism, included

 in the catalogue for Latin American Artists of the Twentieth Century.

 Diego Rivera. Dream of a Sunday Afternoon in the Alameda Park, detail. 1947-48. Museo del
 Mural de Diego Rivera, Mexico City
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